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ABSTRACT

This thesis discusses mainly one of these aspects "The False
Marriage", which is classified into two stages: first Invalid / Corrupted
Marriage, second Null Marriage.

And I presented it under the title" The Effects of Invalidity and
Nullity on Marriage Contracts in Islamic Jurisprudence and Jordanian
Law", in an introductory chapter nd the five other chapters were presented
as follows:

As an introduction to my thesis, I defined the consequences, the
effects of nullity and invalidity on marriage contracts, the attitude of
Islamic militants towards it, and the extent to which Islamic Fuqaha abide
to the resolutions established by the Islamic militants in the different areas
of Islamic jurisprudence, such as praying, daily transaction and Islamic
status law.

I also clarified the recent law resolutions regarding the invalid and
nulled marriage contracts. I first explained the effects of nulled marriage on
the Muslims woman, the dowry she deserves to receive, the allowance to
be compensated and the duration of the pregnancy expectation period after
divorce. I discussed the common effects of nuled marriage contracts on
each spouse, the consequences of forbidden marriage among family, the
return of the divorce to her husband though false marriages, the protection
provided by each spouse, and the dissolution of inheritance among spouses.
I presented the consequences of Nulled marriage contracts on the husband
as well as the children, and clarified the effects of false marriage and their
related precedents towards the divorced spouse.



I also discussed the Islamic resolution on proof of legitimacy of
children and on the accusations by spouse to avoid/denial of kin. I
presented the consequences of false marriage contracts, and their effects to
each spouse; whether they were psychological or materialistic. I discussed
the invalid marriage contract, the related consequences in Islamic
Jurisprudence and penalties imposed in each marriage contract.


